For a locally compact group G with property (Pj), if there is a continuous projection of L (G) onto a closed left ideal /, then there is a bounded right approximate identity in /. If / is further 2-sided, then / has a 2-sided approximate identity. The converse is proved for w -closed left ideals. Let G be further abelian and let / be a closed ideal in Ll(G).
The condition that / has a bounded approximate identity is characterized in a number of ways which include (1) the factorability of /, (2) that the hull of / is in the discfete coset ring of the dual group, and (3) that / is the kernel of a closed element in the discrete coset ring of the dual group.
Introduction. Let G be a locally compact group, / a closed left ideal in L (G) and P a continuous projection of L (G) onto /. It is proved by W. Rudin Next we turn to the case where G is abe lian. Let Y be its dual group. Let X be a closed subset of Y, and / a closed translation invariant linear subspace of L°°(G) so that X = Y n /. J. E. Gilbert [4] , basing himself upon H. P.
Rosenthal's paper [9] , proves that there exists a continuous projection of L°°iG) 
Deviating from the notation of [6] , tot f £ L (G) and x £ G we define fxiy) = fixy), fxiy) = fiyx) A (x) (y £ G), Similarly, for j £ L°°iG) and x £ G put / (y) = ;(xy) (y e G). For / £ CQÍG),
x (-» / is a continuous map G -> CAG), and f*j = ffix)jx_ldx if £LxiG);j £C0iG)).
G is said to have the property (P,) if for all compact sets C C G and e > 0 thete exists an h £ L1ÍG), h > 0, ||è|| = 1, such that \\h -h\\ < e tot all x £ C (see [7, Chapter 8l) . Equivalently, for all compact C C G and e > 0 there exists an AL '(G), h > 0, \\h\\ = 1, such that \\hx -h\\ < e for all x £ C. If G has the property (P.), then there exists a left invariant mean on L^ÍG) (i.e., an M £ L°°ÍG)* such that ||M|| = 1, Ml = 1 and Mj% = Mj for all / £ L°°iG) and x e G). (ii) \\Thfi~fi\\<(ic + 2) (7= 0, -.., 72).
Finally, observe that x (-> ux_ x is a bounded continuous map of G into /, so that fhix)ux_xdx is an element of /. For all / e lKg), Thf = fhíx)íu*fx)x_xdX=jhíx)íux_x *fx)dx = fhíx)íuxx_x *f)dx=ijhix)uxx_xdx\*f.
Consequently, T, maps L (G) into /, and (iü) ÍThf)*g = Thif*g) if,g£L\G)). then igx, Qjx) = 0 for all ; £ CQiG) and x e G; so (g, P/) = 0 and (g * p, j) = (g, /) for all /'. Therefore, g = g *p for g e /. Hence, I = L (G) * p. We also see that for all / £ L (G) (take g = f * p), f * p = f * p* p. Consequently, p is idempotent.
(/3)=*(y). Put Pf=f*H if £L\g)).
Remarks.
Observe that the zA-closedness was not used in proving the implica- From the proof of the implication (/3)=»(y) it follows that actually P can be chosen so that P(f*g) = f*Pg if,geLliG)). Theorem 5. Let X, Y C Y be closed. (ii) Put P = SPX f TPY; then P: Ll(G) -k(X U Y) and P = / on Ze(XuY).
If p £ MÍG), p = 1 on X\y and p = 0 on Y\X, then we can define S, T by Sf=p*f if£kX), Tf=f-p*f if£kY). For the sake of easy citation, we recapitulate a number of results concerning the structure of closed sets in the coset ring of G ,, i.e., G with the discrete topology.
From [6] we borrow the terms Calderón set and spectral set in preference to Rudin 's C-set and S-set and to the terms Wiener-Ditkin set and Ditkin set, used (a) I has a bounded approximate identity.
(ß) I is factorable, i.e., there exists a c > 0 such that for every f £ I and e > 0 we can write f = gl * g2 where g y g, £ I, \\g y\\ < c, and \\f -gA\ < e. Remark. The equivalence of (a) and (S) was studied in [13, 2.8].
The following consequence of the above theorem is curious. 
